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ЗАДАНИЕ А 

Послушайте разговор между Джил и ее доктором. Выберите A, B или С для 

высказываний 1 – 6. 

 

1. Jill is at the doctor’s because she has a problem with her eyes. 

A. True          B. False           C. Not stated 

2. Jill’s eyes started hurting a few days ago. 

A. True          B. False           C. Not stated 

3. At first, the doctor thinks Jill has hay fever. 

A. True          B. False           C. Not stated 

4. Jill bought her puppy from a pet shop. 

A. True          B. False           C. Not stated 

5. The doctor tells Jill she can keep her puppy. 

A. True          B. False           C. Not stated 

6. The doctor says the allergy test will take all morning. 

A. True          B. False           C. Not stated 

 

ЗАДАНИЕ B 

 

Выберите правильный ответ. 

  

B.1 The basketball game … at 7:00 pm. 

a) starts            b) has started           c) start          d) has starting                        

B.2 Jimmy and Penny … this house for sixteen years. 

a) own    b) is own                  c) are owned               d) have owned   

B.3 I`m sure Jim … the job                                                                                

a) is going to get   b) is getting                     c) gets               d) will get 

B.4 Frank … at    work yesterday     in time.                                          

a) arrive        b) arrived      c) has arrived       d) was arriving 

B.5 … you the truth, I was really scared                        

a) Telling    b) Tell       c)     To tell       d) Tells 

B.6 That`s the girl…dog bits me.                                                                 

a) who      b) which       c) whose      d) whom 

B.7 Scientists … the new medicine is effective.                                                     

a) are convinced   b) is convince    c) convince   d) is convincing 

B.8 It`s sad fact that many ethnic minority groups …terrible racism                      

in the 1960s.   

a) experienced   b) remove   c) wastes      d) brought up 

B.9 Sophia never …the car for short distance; she prefers walking.                       

a) sells      b) takes       c) travels        d) walks 

B.10 Don`t use these eggs! They are … .          

a) rotten            b) sweat       c) bitter               d) sour 

B.11 News was released yesterday of the … of multi-millionaire businessman, George Miliband.                                                                                                    

a) burglary      b) vandals   c) pickpocket   d) kidnapping 

B.12 Evan is a part of a … as he lives with his parents                                         

a) nuclear family   b) cultural traditions   c) maternal grandmother d) birth rates 

B.13 We don`t want you spend any more time with Maria. She`s a bad.. .           

a) effect   b) influence     c) fit     d)match 
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ЗАДАНИЕ C 

 

Заполните пропуски в тексте подходящими по смыслу словами или 

выражениями, которые даны после текста. 

                                                                    

The Cosmonauts 

On April 12, 1961, the world, with bated breath, watched the Russian pilot Yuri Gagarin on board 

a huge rocket launch from Earth into outer space. Gagarin became the first cosmonaut, (1)--------

---- in space by man. 

After 8 years, American Neil Armstrong set foot on the moon. Since then, several hundred 

astronauts, men and women, have been in space. During the flight, the cosmonauts do different 

work: they conduct scientific experiments in(2)------------, leave the spacecraft to eliminate 

malfunctions in the work of satellites, photograph planets and stars. 

Humanity is preparing for the next important(3)---------- : to fly to other planets in the solar system. 

In some countries, for example, in the USA and Britain, cosmonauts are called astronauts. 

Astronauts need a long preparation. Candidates are selected carefully. They (4)----------- work in 

zero gravity. Gravity holds the spaceship in a near-earth orbit. But there is no gravity in the space, 

so the cosmonauts swim freely in the compartments of the ship. This phenomenon is called 

weightlessness. 

Dressing for work in outer space is not so easy. The cosmonaut has to wear a spacesuit, and 

sometimes he (5)------------- that allows him to manoeuvre around the ship. If there was no 

protective suit, the cosmonaut would explode: the human body is arranged so that everything in it 

is adapted to the constant pressure of the earth's atmosphere, which is not in the open space. Not 

to mention the fact that there is no air which is necessary for life. 

A. zero-gravity conditions 

B must be able to  

C. wears a knapsack motor 

D. specially prepared for work 

E. milestone in the study of space 

 

                                                                 ЗАДАНИЕ D 

 

Прочитайте текст и составьте 5 вопросов по его содержанию (1. yes/no question, 2. 

wh-question, 3. tag-question, 4. or-question, 5. who/what-question). 

 

Recycling is a technology that helps protect the environment and cut down on usage of raw 

materials. The steel, paper and glass industries recycle a lot. The largest recycler is the steel 

industry. It recovers more than 70 per cent of its original materials. For example, since 1988 they 

have produced the majority of new metal cans from old ones. Metal parts for cars and planes are 

other examples of recycling steel. Fragments of waste glass are widely used in construction. For 

producing writing paper and pens, used packing boxes are an ideal material. They are cheap and 

easy to recycle. Nowadays more and more recycling centres are appearing in our towns and cities. 

 


